
It is time to DELEGATE to COLLABORATE                
so together we can  ELEVATE!

Sister Circle:
Membership $50 per year
The DREAM Team Sister Circle is a close knit sisterhood that is comprised of powerful, 
driven and experienced entrepreneur women across the Midwest.  The women in this inner 
circle are  like minded individuals that support. promote, and uplift each others mission and 
purpose.    Being apart of the DREAM Team Sister Circle will elevate your business by 
providing you with real conversations on how to improve your brand.  
 

General Membership:
Membership $175 Lifetime
* One on one training on Developing a DREAM plan. Founder T. EnStacia White
*Online Business Spotlight 
* Free 1 hr. Business Consultation with a member of our Sister Circle. (valued @ $300)
*5 Strategies to Developing a Powerful Networking Team. S
*Guest Speaker on our #GOLIVE Online Training For Women Globally. 
* Discounts on all DREAM Network Workshops, Seminars, Conferences, Events and 
Apparel. 
*Network with Powerful women.  
*Advertise and Promote your Brand.
* Have access to the DREAM Network Founder T. EnStacia White and the DREAM Team 
Sister Circle. . 



Who is the DREAM Network

REAL WOMEN, REAL BOSSES THAT BUILD REAL RELATIONSHIP!
The DREAM Network purpose is to build professional women's NETWORK to assist in building 
their NET WORTH.   Purposeful driven, fierce and serious entrepreneur women who are ready to 
ELEVATE.   Real movers and shaker.   BOSSES that are willing to educate, empower and encourage 
other women entrepreneurs to catapult their business to the next level.  This is not a Social Club it is a 
Network.   

* DREAM Network’s Vision *
WE ARE ALL ON THE SAME T.E.A.M. 
Tangible, Effective, Authoritative Members
 * Tangible: A person that is emotionally and physically available, committed  and is honored and 
 happy to be present when called  upon
 
 * Effective: a person that is alway prepared to successfully produce  desired and intentional 
 result. 
 
 * Authoritative: a person that is trustworthy, accurate, reliable and  is confident in their 
 abilities
 
 * Members: people who are secure in who they are and can be  a  functional asset to the 
 group.  

BUSINESS FACT: If someone on your TEAM is a millionaire then        
everyone on that TEAM has the potential to be millionaires. 

BUILDING YOUR DREAM MILLIONAIRE T.E.A.M. 

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK @
DREAM Team Network

Go Back

http://www.dreamsorg.com/membership
http://www.dreamsorg.com/membership

